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Abstract

Emerging edge applications, such as augmented and virtual
reality, real-time video analytics and thin-client gaming, are
latency-sensitive, resource-intensive, and stateful. Transition-
ing these applications from cloud deployments to the edge
is non-trivial since edge deployments will exhibit variable
resource availability, significant user mobility, and high po-
tential for faults and application preemption, requiring con-
siderable developer effort per application to maintain stable
quality of experience for the user.

In this paper, we propose deterministic containers, a new
abstraction that simplifies the development of complex ap-
plications on the edge. Deterministic containers enforce the
property that all activity within a container behave determin-
istically. Determinism provides replication, which in turn
provides key benefits for edge computing including resilience
to performance jitter, enhanced fault-tolerance, seamless mi-
gration, and data provenance.

We are currently building a prototype, Shadow, that aims to
provide deterministic containers with minimal performance
overhead while requiring few application modifications. For
all sources of non-determinism, Shadow either converts the
behavior to be deterministic or restricts the allowable applica-
tion behavior. Preliminary results indicate that using Shadow
to reduce performance jitter at the edge for a vehicle car-
avan application involving video analytics reduces median
application response time by up to 25%.

1 Introduction

Many emerging edge applications are latency-sensitive,
resource-intensive, and stateful. For example, augmented and
virtual reality, real-time video analytics, and thin-client gam-
ing all share these properties. Currently proposed edge in-
frastructure is ill-suited to support these types of applica-
tions since typical edge deployments exhibit highly variable
resource availability, significant user mobility, and a much
higher potential for faults and application preemptions than

seen in controlled data center environments. In addition, the
integration of a myriad of potentially-sensitive data sources
with computation running in heterogeneous edge infrastruc-
ture, e.g., for emerging IoT applications, creates the need to
track and potentially act on detailed data provenance.

This observation poses a challenge to developers who wish
to convert their complex, resource-intensive applications from
running in the data center to running on edge infrastructure.
Achieving equivalent reliability, mitigating performance vari-
ation, and adding new features such as detailed provenance
tracking seemingly each require substantial application modi-
fication, requiring considerable developer effort to move from
the cloud to the edge.

In this paper, we observe that a new type of system support
in edge infrastructure would make moving complex applica-
tions from the cloud to the edge much easier. This abstraction,
deterministic containers, enforces the property that all ac-
tivity within a container behaves deterministically, i.e., that
each execution of the application will reach identical program
states and produce identical outputs when provided the same
inputs. Note that most complex applications are inherently
non-deterministic and thus are not guaranteed to reach the
same state or produce the same output even when run with
the same inputs.

Determinism is important because it is a foundational re-
quirement for state-machine replication: two replicas will
reach the same state and produce the same output if pro-
vided the same input. Replication in turn can provide many
benefits for edge computing: for example, performance jitter
can be reduced by executing multiple replicas on different
edge servers and using the fastest result, reliability can be
enhanced by running a delayed backup in the cloud or using
standard state machine replication across edge nodes, applica-
tions can be seamlessly migrated across edge nodes without
downtime, and data provenance can be tracked efficiently by
recording only the inputs to the container and using a future
replicated execution to extract provenance information such
as input/output causality.

Services in the cloud traditionally use a replicated state
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store (e.g., Cassandra) to ensure consistency across replicas.
However, emerging edge applications have large internal state
that is constantly being updated; replicating this state using
strong consistency would limit the benefits of edge computing
due to the overhead of consistency protocols, while eventual
consistency could cause the output from non-deterministic
replicas to diverge in meaningful ways (e.g., replicas of a
parking assistant may choose to park in two different parking
spots). Deterministic containers instead provide a lightweight
replication solution better suited for emerging edge applica-
tions.

In this paper, we discuss many potential such use cases
for deterministic containers at the edge. Using deterministic
containers, applications automatically realize these complex
properties with minimal modifications.

We are building a prototype, named Shadow, that aims to
provide deterministic containers with minimal performance
overhead while requiring few application modifications. Our
approach to developing Shadow is to tackle each major source
of non-determinism in turn. We either convert inherently non-
deterministic behavior to be deterministic or restrict the allow-
able application behavior such that any execution within the
container is deterministic. Thus, if an application runs within
the container, it behaves deterministically; if it cannot run as-
is within the container, developers must modify it to fit into
a restricted execution model (in which case, our hypothesis
is that such modifications are much easier than, e.g., adding
fault-tolerance, jitter resistance, and provenance tracking).

We have examined several major sources of non-
determinism so far. First, Shadow uses a deterministic thread
scheduler based on Kendo [29] to enforce consistent thread
ordering. This approach provides low-overhead determinism,
but restricts support to only race-free applications. Second,
Shadow hooks non-deterministic system calls such as time
and random numbers to provide deterministic results. Third,
Shadow uses proxy-agents on the client and server to provide
deterministic network communication between these entities
without requiring modifications to the application. Finally,
Shadow provides deterministic third-party services by using
the client proxy-agent to manage all third-party requests.

In the rest of the paper, we first outline the potential use
cases for deterministic containers at the edge. We next discuss
each of the major sources of non-determinism in turn and how
Shadow can convert non-deterministic behavior to determin-
istic execution for each one. Finally, we show preliminary
results using Shadow to reduce performance jitter at the edge
for a vehicle caravan application involving video analytics, in
which median application response time is improved by up to
25%.

2 Use Cases

In this section, we discuss a few of the potential use cases for
deterministic containers at the edge.

Figure 1: Migration Through Replication: As the client moves
away from Replica1, the application performance deteriorates.
At t1, the application triggers migration by cloning Replica1
and migrating the container to a closer edge server. At time t2,
Replica2 has finished migration so the application forwards
all inputs from after t1 to Replica2. At t3, Replica2 reaches an
identical state to Replica1, finishing migration.

2.1 Reducing application response time

To provide high quality of experience (QoE) for the user, many
emerging edge applications require reliable, low-latency edge
services [14, 19]. Unfortunately, studies suggest that edge
resources will be limited [18] and networks are known to
have significant variability for mobile users [21]. With many
applications competing for limited resources, tail latency will
be an unfortunate certainty for edge computing, which can
lead to unpredictable delays and uneven QoE.

Deterministic containers can mask the inherent latency vari-
ability in edge computing caused by unpredictable wireless
networks, mobility, and uneven server provisioning through
replication. An application running in a deterministic con-
tainer can be trivially replicated at multiple edge nodes con-
nected by different wireless networks. The client sends each
service request to all replicas and uses the response from the
replica that responds first. Determinism guarantees that all
other replicas will produce the same output. Further, they
will arrive at the same application state after processing the
request, so the application state will not diverge. This ap-
proach is commonly used to mask latency variability in the
data center for deterministic applications [10]; deterministic
containers allow the same technique to be applied to non-
deterministic applications at the edge.

Our prototype currently supports this use case. We later
show that deterministic containers reduce median response
time by up to 25% and tail 99% response time by 17.5% (see
Section 4).

2.2 Migration

In order to provide an immersive user experience, emerging
edge applications attempt to maintain low response times
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by offloading their computation to the ”closest” edge server
(i.e., the server with lowest network latency). Prior systems
propose service handoff [8,16,24,25,33], in which the server
component of an application migrates from one edge node
to another. The cost of service handoff is measured by both
the total service migration time and service downtime (i.e.,
the amount of the time the service is suspended while it is
moved).

Prior systems for service handoff typically use pre-copy [9],
which iteratively migrates dirty pages from the application
until the dirty set reaches a predefined size and then suspends
and transfers the remaining dirty pages. Depending on the
selected size, pre-copy favors either reduced downtime or re-
duced migration time. Systems favoring downtime at the cost
of completion time degrade the user’s QoE as the client must
continue using the original edge server past when the ser-
vice would ideally have been migrated. If the system instead
minimizes completion time, the application will experience
lengthy periods of unavailability.

With deterministic containers, downtime can be minimized
by using replication rather than migration to move stateful
services to a new edge node. First, using copy-on-write, the
container clones itself. Next, the cloned container is migrated
to the destination edge server while the original container
continues processing application inputs. Then, the client ap-
plication supplies all inputs from the time of migration to
the new container. Since execution is deterministic, the mi-
grated container is guaranteed to eventually reach an identical
state as the original application, at which point the migration
is complete. Figure 1 shows the migration via replication
approach.

2.3 Fault Tolerance

To maintain high availability, edge applications must be re-
silient to infrastructure failure. Compared to the data cen-
ter, failures are likely to be more common at the edge be-
cause edge applications must rely on heterogeneous services
from numerous providers, edge infrastructure may operate
in distributed and less controlled environments, and many
applications may compete for limited edge resources against
high-priority services (e.g., 5G), leading to unexpected pre-
emptions.

In the data center, state machine replication provides fault
tolerance. However, the applications that use replication are
carefully designed to be deterministic. In contrast, determin-
istic containers allow stateful edge applications to use state
machine replication across multiple edge nodes for reliabil-
ity, even for applications not inherently designed to be fault
tolerant. The fault tolerance layer, e.g., a Paxos or distributed
shared log implementation, can be written in an generic fash-
ion and simply invoke any application operation, knowing
that it will be deterministic.

Figure 2: Overall Design of Shadow

2.4 Data Provenance

The explosive growth of Internet of Things (IoT) devices has
led to increasing collection of sensitive user data, requiring
new abstractions for privacy and trust. Additionally, edge
deployments leverage services from many providers such as
internet service providers, cloud service providers, or a local
private cloud [34]. In these complex, multi-party scenarios,
differentiating between correct and malicious use of data
requires tracking and auditing data provenance, as well as
low-level behavior of the application [15].

Repeatability is the ultimate form of provenance. If one
can recreate a past computation, then the recreated execution
can be instrumented and examined to answer any question
of how inputs were consumed or how outputs were gener-
ated. Determinism makes such recreation much easier: if the
system preserves the input to the computation or retains the
ability to recreate such inputs (e.g., by re-executing a previ-
ous computation in a pipeline), then it can create a replica
that repays the past execution on demand. That replica can
be instrumented and used to answer any provenance query.
Using determinism, auditing can be performed in parallel to
the application on an external machine [27, 28] or performed
retroactively [13].

3 Design

Figure 2 shows the high-level design of Shadow, our prototype
for deterministic containers. Shadow supports both simulta-
neous deployments of deterministic containers for replication
and recording inputs for future executions (i.e., record-and-
replay scenarios). Shadow is designed for deployments where
the server component of the application serves a single client.
For each source of non-determinism, Shadow either converts
non-deterministic application behavior to be deterministic
or restricts allowable application behavior so that any execu-
tion within the container is deterministic. In this section, we
describe how Shadow can address several major sources of
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non-determinism.

3.1 Multiple threads

When an application shares memory across multiple threads,
non-deterministic states arises because the order of accesses
to shared memory are unconstrained. To eliminate this source
of non-determinism, Shadow must enforce a deterministic
order for shared memory accesses.

Unfortunately, techniques that deterministically order all
shared memory accesses are too slow to be practical [3], so
Shadow instead enforces weak determinism [29], in which
a low-overhead thread scheduler deterministically order all
synchronization operations within an application. This guar-
antees that any race-free application behaves deterministically,
but provides no guarantee for racy programs. Thus, Shadow
requires that applications executing in the container be data
race free. There are many popular tools for identifying data
races [32], so prior work has shown that many applications
are race-free [11, 26].

3.2 Client Inputs

Deterministic replication requires that each container receive
the same sequence of inputs from a client. Further, this input
must be received at the same point in the application execution
for all replicas. Shadow therefore multicasts client input to
all containers replicating a given service. To support offline
replication, e.g., provenance tracking, Shadow records the
input and the point in the execution at which it was delivered;
it supplies the same input at the same point for any subsequent
execution.

Shadow avoids modifying applications by using proxy
agents on both the client and the server for communication,
as shown in Figure 2. The client agent multicasts requests
to all server proxies, applying sequence numbers to order
the requests. It collects responses from multiple replicas, but
supplies only a single output (from the replica that responds
the quickest). The proxy agents communicate using stateless
HTTP connections, which simplifies the cloning of determin-
istic containers (see Section 2.2).

To deliver input at the same point in application execution,
Shadow restricts the points at which inputs can be delivered.
Currently, it executes the containerized application in epochs,
in which a set number of input bytes are delivered at the
beginning of each epoch; Shadow blocks execution at the
start of the epoch until it can deliver the set number of bytes.
Inputs that arrive in the middle of an epoch are buffered until
the start of the next epoch.

3.3 Operating System Events

The operating system interface is a major source of non-
determinism. The operating system exposes many non-
deterministic values via system calls such as gettimeofday

and getrandom), and it provides non-deterministic channels
for inter-process communication and reading from kernel
devices.

Where feasible, Shadow converts non-deterministic system
calls to be deterministic. Container namespaces provide de-
terminism in the application environment (e.g., getpid). For
random numbers, the client proxy passes a random number
seed alongside each user input, following the approach advo-
cated by PBFT [7]. The container reseeds a psuedo-random
number generator at the start of processing for each epoch.

Providing deterministic time is challenging since time must
monotonically increase during execution. The client proxy
sends a timestamp with each client request that is used to seed
the time at the start of the epoch. Shadow shims each system
call made by the process group to increment this time value
by a constant delta per system call executed. This provides de-
terministic execution, but may also skew time measurements.
Applications that require fine-grained real time measurements
may not run correctly within a deterministic container.

Most file system operations are already deterministic, ex-
cept for their handling of timestamps which are handled using
the same timing mechanism as above.

Known techniques to make inter-process communication
deterministic are too expensive to use in edge scenarios [4],
so Shadow currently disallows inter-process communication
within the container. It also does not support applications that
directly read kernel devices. We plan to gradually relax our
restrictions as our prototype is developed.

3.4 External Sources of Non-Determinism

Finally, non-determinism can arise from communication with
external services.

Shadow provides determinism by using the client proxy
agent to mediate all communication with third-parties. The
server proxy forwards requests to external services to the
client agent (currently, this may require application modifi-
cation). When the client proxy receives a new third-party
request (i.e., no containers have made this particular request
yet), it contacts the third party, stores the output, and returns
the result to the server. If the client determines that the third-
party request was already issued by another container, the
client agent returns the stored result to the server. Since we
expect low latency between the client and server in edge de-
ployments, the additional performance overhead of the proxy
indirection should be minimal.

4 Results

To explore the benefits of deterministic containers, we mea-
sured our Shadow prototype using deterministic containers
to mask latency variation. In each container, we run a vehicle
caravan application that tracks a vehicle in the caravan that
the driver is following. The application is designed to high-
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Figure 3: CDF of application response time for a vehicle
caravan application. For Sprint and Verizon, we use non-
deterministic containers and emulate network latency using
Sprint and Verizon traces. For Shadow, we replicate using two
deterministic containers, with the Verizon trace to emulate
network latency for the first replica and the Sprint trace to
emulate network latency for the second.

light the tracked vehicle on the windshield using a heads-up
display. The application uses OpenCV [5] for object recog-
nition and tracking. We emulate network conditions using
traces of a vehicle driving in downtown Ann Arbor collected
from VNperf [21]. The traces contain latency measurements
simultaneously gathered from two different networks, Ver-
izon and Sprint, and represents latencies to city-scale edge
infrastructure potentially located within these networks.

We evaluate the quality of experience of the caravan ap-
plication using the client perceived request latency for each
video frame. We evaluate the performance of offloading with-
out replication by deploying the application in a container
with determinism disabled and emulating the network latency
from either the Verizon or Sprint trace. To evaluate Shadow,
we enable determinism and deploy two replicated determinis-
tic containers. We use the Verizon trace to emulate network
latency for the first replica and the Sprint trace to emulate
network latency for the second.

Our results in Figure 3 show that Shadow significantly im-
proves QoE for the caravan application by using the response
from the container that replies first. Interestingly, Shadow not
only decreases tail latency; it also consistently outperforms
both unreplicated tests. On average, Shadow’s replicated ap-
proach is 9.7% faster than Verizon and 17.4% faster than
Sprint. At the 99th percentile, Shadow is 9.9% faster than
Verizon and 17.7% faster than Sprint.

5 Related Work

Our work is the first to propose deploying deterministic con-
tainers at the edge.

Prior systems to enforce determinism for processes have
high overhead and do not eliminate external sources of non-
determinism [4]. Deterministic thread schedulers have shown
more promising performance, and Shadow’s deterministic
thread scheduler is based on the weak determinism introduced
by Kendo [29]. Weak determinism provides determinism with
low-overhead for race-free applications. Other deterministic
thread schedulers are a poor fit for Shadow due to high per-
formance overhead [3]. Dthreads [23] are lightweight, but
require an individual process for each thread, making them a
poor fit for deterministic container use cases such as migra-
tion.

State machine replication traditionally assumes the underly-
ing application is deterministic in order to provide consistency.
Eve [20] allows replication of non-deterministic applications
by using an execute-then-verify approach, which validates
that all replicas have reached the same state. Eve requires a
primary node for the verify step, making it a poor fit for using
redundancy to reduce application response time on the edge.
Instead, deterministic containers allow replication of applica-
tions that are inherently non-deterministic without requiring
the replicas to coordinate, alleviating these limitations.

Application migration has been extensively studied in the
context of processes [12, 22, 31], containers [24, 30] and vir-
tual machines [9, 16]. These systems encounter a trade-off
between service downtime and migration time. Deterministic
containers avoid this trade-off by using replication rather than
migration to move stateful services to new edge nodes.

Existing edge deployment solutions (e.g., Amazon Green-
grass [1], Microsoft IoT Edge [2]) require developers to build
stateless services in order to realize similar benefits to deter-
ministic containers. Emerging applications, such as real-time
video analytics and augmented reality, are inherently stateful.
Porting these applications into a stateless model will require
using a replicated storage service which can lead to high
overhead [17].

Prior systems have also shown that determinism aids with
fault tolerance [6] and data provenance [11, 13]. We build on
this work.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose deterministic containers to ease
the transition of applications from data centers to the edge.
Deterministic containers facilitate replication, which enables
seamless migration, resilience to performance jitter, fault tol-
erance and data provenance. Our prototype, Shadow, pro-
vides low-overhead deterministic containers by converting
non-deterministic behavior to become deterministic or by
placing restrictions on the possible application executions.
Preliminary results show that Shadow improves median re-
sponse time of a video analytics application by up to 25% in
the presence of network jitter.
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